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Gem Tactics 
 

 
Thank you, Headmaster Quimby.   
 
Faculty, staff, honored guests, parents, family, friends, it’s my pleasure to speak with 
you today and it is a particular delight to congratulate the Governor’s Academy Class 
of 2014. 
 
You did it! 
 
I bet you’ve been waiting for this moment with greater anticipation than the dining 
hall’s Make-Your-Own Cupcake Day! 
 
It is no small thing to graduate from Governor’s Academy.  Think of how you’ve 
spent your time here:  hours searching for just the right thesis statement; days spent 
working on experiments that don’t--at first--go the way you planned; weeks spent… 
say, where did all those weeks go?! 
 
It’s no small thing either for family and friends who helped you graduate.  While we 
are focusing today on you, graduates--and we should be--I also want to single out 
those close to you who have had a hand in making this day happen.   
 
I am the mother of twin sons. I have sat in chairs like these, remembering all the 
days that lead up to moments like this. 
 
I know what it takes.   
 
HOW I KNOW WHAT IT TAKES! 
 
I want to commend families for your help and support, for staying out of the way 
when it’s important and for giving a hug when that, too, is important, and most of all, 
for being proud and cherishing your child. 
 
As well-worn as the phrase is, these young people are indeed our future.  Looking 
out today at this splendid sea of caps and gowns, I know we are in good hands. 
 
Consider what Governor’s students already have accomplished this year. 
 
You won 57 (fifty-seven?!?) Boston Globe Writing and Art awards. 
 
You helped engineer a prosthetic hand for a young boy without one. 
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You used your talents as potters to raise funds for a Lawrence meal center. 
 
And let’s not forget a three-peat bowl win for the Gov’s football team. 
 
In the arts, sciences, community engagement and athletics—you have done your 
school, your teachers, your classmates, and your families proud. You have learned a 
lot. 
 
 
What I want to talk about today is what you gain from all that learning and what you 
gain from—how shall we say it?  From “almost learning,” as well.  
 
Everyone likes to excel: learning makes us feel accomplished, gives us confidence 
and pride, and helps us better understand who we are or hope to be. Over the last 
week, I have talked with your teachers about what distinguishes the Governor’s 
Class of 2014. They told me you make friends easily and enjoy spending time 
together. Added to your academic and athletic accomplishments, the ability to get 
along and appreciate one another is a valuable skill.  Social psychologists tell us that 
intelligence is more than information processing: it is also the ability to adapt to our 
environment and achieve a balanced quality of life.  The skills and knowledge you 
have mastered at Governor’s coupled with your ability to interact with each other 
have given you powerful tools for your next steps.  
 
But then there is the “almost learning.” 
 
I’m sure we’ve all had the experience of bumping into something we don’t 
understand.  The experience can be humbling at best and frustrating at worst--even 
discouraging. 
 
Sometimes encountering those knots of incomprehension can simply be a matter of 
not trying hard enough.  For example, not giving an extra hour to your math 
homework or racing to the finish line on an essay with only a few hours of sleep. In 
those cases of “almost learning,” we aren’t giving the challenge our best shot. 
 
But there also are times when not understanding comes from lacking the ability or 
maybe it’s the DNA to truly comprehend.  You might think you know a concept, but 
then you realize that don’t understand it well enough to run with the idea or apply it 
or extend the thought into something wholly new. 
 
Here’s a confession. 
 
While as a philosopher I know my way around Aristotle and the metaphysical and 
epistemological underpinnings of Brentano’s theory of intrinsic value, I can’t for the 
life of me come up with a caption to the weekly New Yorker magazine cartoon 
contest. 
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Do you know the contest?  An artist sketches a cartoon without a caption and then 
readers submit funny captions that they think best fit the drawing. The winner is 
announced the following week. 
 
Here’s one example. 
 
A recent cartoon and winning caption depicts a couple alone under a blazing desert 
sun. They are reading an owner’s manual for a washing machine that appears to 
have been recently delivered.  (Odd, yes. All these cartoons are a bit wacky.) The 
wife studies the manual and reads out loud to her husband: “Solar panel sold 
separately.” 
 
Pretty funny, right? 
 
I could never come up with a caption like that! Now I think of myself as a moderately 
creative person and I know I value a sense of humor. But, if I’m truthful, I have to 
acknowledge that my mind does not easily generate that kind of creative thinking. 
 
The New Yorker cartoon contest may not be the world’s most accurate measurement 
of intellectual aptitude.  At least I hope it isn’t!  But I do think it underscores an 
important point.   
 
Confronting what we’re not very good at, what we’re thinking of today as “almost 
learning”--teaches us valuable lessons.   
 
It means that we might need to work a little harder, as in the case of math 
homework, or push ourselves to study longer, read more carefully or resist getting 
caught in the web of distractions that is social media and texting. 
 
Recognizing our “almost learning” also forces us to confront our limitations. We all 
have them.  Not understanding or not being able to do something well offers a 
critical lesson in humility and impels us to remember that we are not the center of 
the universe.  Other people, after all, help make the planet spin. Sometimes we need 
to step aside and let others do what they are better equipped to do. Chances are we 
all need to remind ourselves that somebody else has a better cartoon caption. 
 
There’s another reason to pay attention to what you don’t know.  Just as learning 
helps define us, “almost learning” also delineates who we are. 
 
Here’s what I mean.  
 
The more you seek new opportunities, the more you will discover your strengths 
and limitations. You will find out: “I’m the Gov senior who loves soccer, finds 
historical analysis fun, can’t write a short story that satisfies me, and knows that 
working with new communities stretches me like nothing I have ever known.” 
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Knowing where you succeed and where you falter makes the shape of who you are 
more distinct. It’s like seeing your silhouette come into view. 
 
“Our task is to make ourselves individuals,” Ralph Ellison wrote:  to create the 
features of our face. 
 
Finding out what we know and what we almost know is no easy task, but I think 
there’s something even more important.  Let me explain with a final story.  
 
American poet Emily Dickinson attended Mount Holyoke from 1847-48 during its 
early days as a seminary.  As a student she enjoyed playing the piano and singing in 
a chorus. She took part in calisthenics and hikes around Western Massachusetts. She 
studied Ancient History and Alexander Pope, and especially loved all her science 
courses.   
 
In fact, in one letter home Dickinson confessed, “I am all engrossed in the history of 
Sulphuric Acid”—a comment she followed with five exclamation marks. 
 
As we all know, Dickinson did not turn her enthusiasm for Sulphuric Acid into a 
scientific career. 
 
After Mount Holyoke, she spent her twenties--like most young people--figuring 
things out: discovering, for example, that she had no aptitude for politics like her 
father, no talent for teaching like her cousin, and no interest in raising a family like 
her mother.  
 
By the time she was 30, Dickinson knew what she loved and knew what she 
wanted—poetry.  You could say that she saw her own silhouette. She became more 
distinctly defined. 
 
Over the course of the next 25 years, Emily Dickinson wrote nearly 2,000 poems 
that made use of everything she encountered.  Her poems are filled with scientific 
allusions from all those chemistry classes, as well as great sweeps of knowledge 
from history, botany, geography, even walks with her big Newfoundland, Carlo. 
 
One short poem speaks to the concept that we’re talking about today: what we learn, 
what we almost learn, and something that I think is even more important. 
 
 
Here’s the poem: 
 
We play at Paste— 
Till qualified for Pearl— 
Then, drop the Paste— 
And deem Ourself a fool— 
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The Shapes, tho’, were similar, 
And our new Hands 
Learned Gem Tactics 
Practising Sands. (F 282) 
 
 
I think Emily Dickinson is telling us that learning and “almost learning” are not that 
different: that our best work and our work that falls short are similar because of 
how we approach them. Whether we play at paste or pearl, we are still playing. We 
are still polishing, we are still practicing. 
 
To me, Dickinson is saying that we always must look at learning with a sense of play. 
What is important is the play itself not its product.  True learning means turning 
over ideas--not to wrestle them to the ground--but to explore their many facets, to 
feel their shape in your hand, and thrill at their coming into being. 
 
In the end, what does Dickinson say we’ve learned? 
 
Not information, not theories, not equations, not facts. 
 
We learned “Gem Tactics” 
 
It’s a wonderful phrase, isn’t it?  “Gem Tactics.” 
 
A phrase totally made up: an expression of Dickinson’s own startling creation that is 
spot-on. 
 
Learning “gem tactics,” I think, is the most important lesson of all. 
 
If we play it right, what we gain in learning and even in “almost learning” is a flash of 
possibility: a glint of light that sparkles like a jewel in our hand. 
 
We will never understand it all.  We may never even “almost understand” it all. 
 
But we can see it. We can feel it.  
 
As you head over the wall to wherever life leads you, I hope you will be proud of 
what you’ve learned.  I hope you will be humbled and open to what you almost 
understand.  And most of all, I hope you delight in gem tactics—the dazzling 
mysteries before you that fill our hearts with wonder and gratitude. 
 
 
 
 
 


